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USPA NEWS - Emirates is moving to enrich its arsenal French Rafale fighter
Senior Emirati military official revealed his country's orientation towards the enrichment of its air defense system aircraft Rafale French
Maj. Gen. Ibrahim Nasir top commander of the UAE Air Force yesterday,
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Senior Emirati military official revealed his country's orientation towards the enrichment of its air defense system aircraft Rafale French
Maj. Gen. Ibrahim Nasir top commander of the UAE Air Force yesterday,said that negotiations on the aircraft deal has entered its final
stage. The defense sources said that the UAE is looking to buy 60 fighter and they carefully examine the French fighter Rafale made
by Dassault after a previous assessment of the Eurofighter which are made by a consortium of companies from four European
countries.

Previously, the British Defence Industries Group, "BAE Systems" announced in December 2013 that the United Arab Emirates Air
Force has withdrawn its bid to equip the Eurofighter combat aircraft has a European, competition Rafale made by Dassault, the
French.
Then the group said in a statement that the UAE was considering buying the aircraft, but "has announced that it preferred not to
proceed with the offer at this stage." 

And linking specialists in defense affairs for the reluctance of the UAE fighter Alaorovenz, strictly the Gulf state audit in arms deals, in
the field of aviation and others, in terms of the price and also in terms of specifications, taking advantage of the multiplicity of exhibitors
factor in service-oriented to the development of defense capabilities. They resort to this end, and relying on its experts, accurate
comparisons of what it displays of trades.
He said that the countries went along the lines of the UAE to check the trade-off between the weapons before making the competition
is increasing in ferocity between global arms manufacturers.
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